
BY JESSICA BALCARCEL

News Co-Editor

School colors, competition 
between grades and special events 
� lled this year’s Warrior fall pep 
rally, which took place on Oct. 30. 
� e hard work and preparation 
of Student Council and their 
adviser Mrs. Raycharlyn Krasulki 
made all the activities possible. 
� ere were performances by the 
cheerleading team, the pep band 
and chorus, along with the Battle 
of the Grades competition.

To enter the pep rally, 
instead of paying a fee, juniors 
Sawyer Newman and James 
Montemarano collected new 

or gently used sporting equipment 
or money donations tohelp 
underprivileged people living in poor 
African villages. 

“We were thinking about how 
we have a lot of sporting equipment,” 
said Newman. “We thought it would 
be a good idea to give back to the 
children so they can enjoy it like we 
once did,” added Montemarano.

� e pep rally kicked o�  with 
Mr. Nicholas Quaglia recognizing 
the fall sports teams and their 
accomplishments for the 2013 season. 

� is was followed by the chorus and 
students singing the DV Alma Mater. 
Later in the evening the cheerleaders 

performed a 
routine � lled 
with many well-
executed stunts.

T h e n 
the Battle of 
the Grades 
compet i t ion 
began with 

reigning champions from last year, 
the class of 2014. � ere were series 
of competitions and games ranging 
from cookie races, the tortilla � ip, 
most spirited and the battle of the 
chants. With great competition 
between the class of 2014 and class 
of 2015, the seniors prevailed and 
continued their winning streak.

� e pep rally came to a close 
with the student body chanting 
together “Go team � ght win” 
to show o�  the pride of Warrior 
Nation.
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Warriors show spirit at 3rd 
annual Pep Rally

BY RYAN CURRY

Sta�  Writer

On Oct. 3, it was announced that several 
Delaware Valley seniors have been given very 
honorable and prestigious awards as a result of 
their high scores on their PSAT and NMSQT 
tests.

Seven of Delaware Valley’s seniors have 
been named Commended 
Students, a label given to 
the top � ve percent of the 
scorers who entered the 
competition. � ose who 
quali� ed for this status 
include seniors Krystina 
Busacco, Josiah DeVizia, 
Heather Reitmeyer, Daniel 
Reno, Maisha Shamim, 
Hannah � ompson, 
Dencil Wilmot and Eric Winkler. In addition, 
senior Maisha Shamim has been chosen to 
move further in the competition. She is one 
of 16,000 semi-� nalists nationwide competing 
for 8,000 prestigious Merit Scholarship awards. 
� ese possible scholarships come to a grand 
total of $35 million. � ese scholarships will be 
given out during this spring.

“It’s a little overwhelming, but very 
satisfying at the same time. It’s good to know 
that hard work does pay o� !” Shamim noted 
when asked about her tremendous honor.

In addition to these awards, senior Dencil 
Wilmot has also been recognized as a semi-
� nalist in the 50th annual National Achievement 
Scholarship Program. � is program is one of 
great prestige that honors academically talented 

Black American high 
school seniors who scored 
exceptionally well on 
their PSAT and NMSQT 
exams. � e 800 available 
scholarships to those who 
advance from the semi-
� nals to the � nals total 
$2.5 million.� ese awards 
will be given out during 
the spring.

“I don’t really feel like 
I’ve done enough to deserve it, but someone 
seems to think so,” Wilmot stated humbly.

All in all, congratulations are to be given to 
these eight seniors for their e� orts. In addition, 
special congratulations are to be given to 
Maisha and Dencil as they move on to the next 
step toward their scholarship opportunities. 

DV students commended for 
PSAT testing scores
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Airbrushing 
techniques taught 

Students named AP scholars
BY RACHAEL SMITH

Sta�  Writer

One hundred and thirty nine Delaware 
Valley High School students have been 
recognized as Advanced Placement (AP) 
Scholars this year as a result of hard work and 
dedication in multiple AP classes. 

“I’m proud of it… it’s an accomplishment 
and I can put it on my transcripts,” said AP 
Scholar senior Sydney Hoopman. “Teachers 
are always saying how good APs look on your 
transcripts.” 

In order to earn an AP Scholar Award, 
students must achieve a score of 3 or higher on 
at least three AP exams, which they have the 
opportunity to take after completing a college-
level course in high school. Only about 22 

percent of students who take AP exams receive 
this prestigious award.

“It’s something I can put on my college 
applications to distinguish myself from other 
applicants to a college,” said senior Sean 
Prudhoe, who earned the AP Scholar with 
Distinction Award.

Being an AP Scholar not only looks good 
when applying to a college but also helps students 
earn college credit or advanced placement. 

“I’ve just been thrilled by the progress [of 
our AP students] and I hope to see it continue, 
and I hope to see our numbers continue to go 
up in the coming years,” 11/12 high school 
principal Mr. Ron Collins said.

Photos by Jessica Balcarcel
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AK: Alyssa Kelly
(Interviewer)
MC: Matt Cavallaro  
(Interviewee) 

AK: What or who inspired you to start 
playing hockey?

MC : When I was younger, my dad 
used to bring me over to Newburgh a 
lot to skate, so I guess he sparked my 
interest in hockey.

AK: Between football, baseball 
and hockey, which do you feel is your 
primary sport?

MC: De� nitely hockey; I play it 
all year round. My travel team is called 
the New Jersey Devils Youth. We usually 
practice about three nights a week, and on 
the weekends we typically play about three 
games, playing di� erent local teams. So far we 
haven’t really done much since the season is 
just starting back up again. However, last year 
we made it all the way to the playo� s. 

AK: What is your daily routine like on the 
days that you have practice for both football and 
hockey?

MC: Right after school I go to football practice, and 
we practice till six o’clock every day. After that ends, my 
dad picks me up at the school and drives me to West 
Orange New Jersey for hockey practice, and we usually 
practice for about an hour and a half. � en we drive right 
back home.

AK: Do you every get tired of all the running back 
and forth between practices every night?

MC: Well I get physically tired, but all the time I 
spend traveling back and forth becomes worth it in the 

end. I don’t really get much 
time to do anything else like 
when I’m in season but I don’t 
regret playing these sports 
because I’m doing what I love 
and I’m having fun.

AK: How do you � nd 
time to balance your time 
between both sports and all of 
your school work?

MC: I usually end up 
doing all my homework on 

the way to hockey practice and even on 
the way back home. And once I get 
home I just go right to sleep. 

AK: Is there ever a moment 
during the day when you just think 
‘I don’t really want to go to practice 
today, I’m too tired?’

MC: Never. I just have so 
much fun when I’m with my 
team that I wouldn’t want to 
miss anything.

AK: Do you set any goals 
that you wish to accomplish for 
yourself during your seasons?

MC: � is year I am really 
hoping to go to Nationals 

for hockey. In football, 
I’m really just trying to 
improve upon my skills 
every day and work 
hard in practice. And 
baseball hasn’t really 
started yet, but I’m 
just hoping for the 
best. 

AK: Any big 
t o u r n a m e n t s 
coming up that 
your travel 
team will be 
participating 
in?

MC : 
Actually I had 
a tournament 

on Nov. 1 through Nov. 3 in Chicago. I left on � ursday 
and we played two games on Friday, two games on 
Saturday and depending on how we played we could 
then make it to the playo� s. � ere were about 40 teams 
there from all around the world. � e teams there were 
from Sweden, Russia, Canada, and from all across the 
U.S. I like this type of tournament because it gives us a 
chance to see a lot of good competition.

AK: Do you plan on continuing to play these sports 
throughout high school, maybe even into college in the 
future?

MC: De� nitely. I’m not really sure which sport right 
now but I would de� nitely like to continue to play any 
of them in college. I just really love playing the game and 
would hate to give it up so soon. 

Freshman Matt Cavallaro stands out among the many 
new faces in the high school not only for his participation 
in two of the school sports offered here at DV, but also in 
a travel hockey program requiring him to travel at great 
lengths several nights a week. Along with all of these 
sports, he is also very involved in his community as well 
as honor classes. With his athletic abilities and overall 
personality he is the star of the November editions’ Day 
In the Life Of. 

 - Alyssa Kelly 
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Matt Cavallaro

Favorites:

Favorite Sports Teams: 

Hockey:Rangers

Football: Giants

Baseball: Yankees

Favorite Hobby: Playing 

basketball in my driveway 

Favorite Athlete: Derek 

Jeter

Favorite Movies: Miracle & 

Remember the Titans

Favorite Food: Pasta & Wings

AK: What or who inspired you to start 

the New Jersey Devils Youth. We usually 
practice about three nights a week, and on 
the weekends we typically play about three 
games, playing di� erent local teams. So far we 
haven’t really done much since the season is 
just starting back up again. However, last year 

AK: What is your daily routine like on the 
days that you have practice for both football and 

MC: Right after school I go to football practice, and 
we practice till six o’clock every day. After that ends, my 
dad picks me up at the school and drives me to West 
Orange New Jersey for hockey practice, and we usually 
practice for about an hour and a half. � en we drive right 

AK: Do you every get tired of all the running back 

MC: Well I get physically tired, but all the time I 
spend traveling back and forth becomes worth it in the 

the way to hockey practice and even on 
the way back home. And once I get 
home I just go right to sleep. 

AK: Is there ever a moment 
during the day when you just think 
‘I don’t really want to go to practice 
today, I’m too tired?’

MC: Never. I just have so 
much fun when I’m with my 
team that I wouldn’t want to 
miss anything.

AK: Do you set any goals 
that you wish to accomplish for 
yourself during your seasons?

MC: � is year I am really 
hoping to go to Nationals 

for hockey. In football, 
I’m really just trying to 
improve upon my skills 
every day and work 
hard in practice. And 
baseball hasn’t really 
started yet, but I’m 
just hoping for the 
best. 

t o u r n a m e n t s 
coming up that 
your travel 
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A gobblin’ good time
BY GIORGIA DAHLQUIST

School News Co-Editor 

 Free food, awards, music, goodie bags and spending time with friends and family will make 
up this year’s � rst DV Turkey Trot. � e DV Turkey Trot is an event in which anyone in the 
community can gather to participate in the 5k run/walk, one mile run or fun run to support 
the DV cross country team as well as the Local Food Pantry. Cross country and distance coach 
Audrey Joesphite has dedicated her time to make this event a success. Other helping hands 
include cross country coach Joyce Batista, Mrs. Stephanie Cavallaro, senior Natalie Rosen, senior 
Zach Rollar, parents of students on the cross country team, marketing students and FBLA and 
Student Council members. “My hope for the DV Turkey Trot is for it to be a huge success: to 
get family/friends together to give back to the community, to educate the community on the 
bene� ts of living a healthy and active lifestyle, to prevent hunger, to promote Cross Country to 
students throughout the district and to pass along our love of running to those around us,” said 
coach Josephite.

DV students and community walk for hunger
BY MARISA BALCARCEL

Entertainment Editor

Every year over 2,000 communities participate in 
CROP walks around the world. 
On Sunday, Oct. 20 locals came 
together to end hunger one step 
at a time by joining in a three 
mile walk to raise money and 
gather food items for local food 
pantries.

� e CROP walk was held at 
Airport Park in Matamoras.  � e 
participants started in the park, 
walked over the Port Jervis bridge 
and looped back around to end 
the walk back at Airport Park.

� is walk is a national 
program that was created to raise 
money and awareness for world 
hunger, and as a result, the people 
who walk represent world hunger 
and work to receive donations 

to aid food pantries. DV has been participating in the 
CROP walk for three years.

DV participants raised $424.46 and over 100 food 
items were donated from the Delaware Valley community. 

“ S t u d e n t 
Council members 
raised a great 
amount of food 
and money for 
the food pantries 
and to top it all 
o� , we had a lot 
of fun walking 
together,” said 
junior Marielle 
Cavallaro.

Throughout 
the last two 
d e c a d e s 
more than 5 
million CROP 
walkers have 
participated in 

more than 36,000 CROP walk 
organizations all around 
the globe.

“� is is a great 
program, and the 
students realize how 
many people and 
food pantries would 
bene� t from their 
work,” said Student 
Council adviser 
Racharlyn Krasulski. 

� e CROP walk 
has been a successful 
event since the 
program was 
created 1969, and 
ever since then it 
has been becoming a 
bigger event each year. According to the Los 
Angeles Times, the CROP walk is “viewed by many as 
the granddaddy of charity walks.”Student Council members take part in the 35th 

annual crop walk at Airport Park.
Contributed Photo

DV lends a helping hand
The social studies and literature combo program has recently 
started working with Habitat for Humanity. Habitat for 
Humanity is a nonprofi t organization that builds affordable 
housing program for families in need all around the world. 
The Level 3 building Vo-tech students have also picked up a 
hammer to help build a house for a family in need in Birchwood 
Lakes in Dingmans Ferry, Pa. This project is one for the books 
for sophomore combo teacher Mr. Larry Marcial. After four 
long years of pressuring his students to get their hands dirty 
and give back to the community, it fi nally came together this 
fall. Junior combo teacher Mrs. Nicole Cosentino hopes the 
students involved will see 
beyond the classroom and give 
out their helping hands for 
those in need.  
“Community service should be 
more than simply building your 
college transcript,” Mr. Marcial 
said. “It is about using your 
talents to create strange people 
for a better future.”  
Contributed Photo/Caption by Becky Stieb

more than 36,000 CROP walk 
organizations all around 

“� is is a great 
program, and the 
students realize how 
many people and 
food pantries would 
bene� t from their 
work,” said Student 
Council adviser 
Racharlyn Krasulski. 

� e CROP walk 
has been a successful 
event since the 
program was 
created 1969, and 
ever since then it 
has been becoming a 

Need to Know Information
When: Saturday, Nov. 9

Registration at 8:30 a.m., the race will start at 9:30 a.m.
Where: Delaware Valley High School 

Why: To raise money for families in need and to support 
the Varsity Cross Country team

*Contact Ms. Jospehite with any questions



Letter Guidelines
The Del.Aware is an administrative reviewed 
publication of  the journalism class of  Delaware 
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From jeans and a T-shirt to a mud covered uniform, 
Josh Edelman’s life completely changed a week after 
graduation. While most high school graduates spent 
their summers relaxing and preparing for college, he 
was beginning a life full of rigorous training and service 
towards our country. 

On June 26, 2013 Josh left for the United States Air 
Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Colo.  Arriving on 
Improcessing Day, the soon-to-be cadets were given 60 
seconds to say good-bye to family and friends and then 
boarded a bus to begin the six week Basic Cadet Training.

Now, almost three months into his academic 
schedule, Edelman has adapted to military life at the 
academy.

“I knew that the academics here at the academy 
would be very challenging, along with the basic training 
and the physical and mental stress,” said Edelman.“Every 
day of being in the military academy would be a big 
challenge as well as just adapting to the military life in 
general.” 

After visiting Edelman during Parents Weekend in 
September, it was obvious that the academy was the place 
for him. 

“I knew that I wanted to go to a military academy 
once I started looking,” said Edelman “but once I made 
the visit out here, I knew this was the place for me.”

With intense military training, a demanding 
academic schedule, and strict rules to follow, Edelman 
re� ects on how the military has a� ected him.

“I’ve changed. I’ve matured a great deal and have 
become more knowledgeable about things in general. 
I’ve become more patriotic and have learned more about 
the country. I have also become more disciplined,” said 
Edelman. 

Because of the intense training, each cadet must be 
physically � t in order to succeed at the academy. For 
example, as a C4C, or freshman, each cadet must run 
from point A to point B, without stopping. 

Along with his every day running, Edelman works 
out in the gym regularly and is a part of the Ultimate 
Frisbee team, which includes daily practice from 3:45 to 
6:00 p.m. and tournaments on the weekend. He will also 
be participating in freestyle skiing in the winter and is 
considering auditioning for the spring musical.

Because of their busy schedules, it is fair to say that 
the cadets rarely have time for relaxation, except on the 

Edelman prospers 
at USAFA

weekends. 
“� e nights are late with homework. We don’t go 

to bed till about 1:30, but I try to go to bed earlier. 
Sometimes on the weekends we have training,” said 
Edelman. 

� e classes are hard and there is a lot of homework; 
however, Edelman’s motivation and studious habits keep 
him on top of his grades. 

“In terms of goals, I would like to maintain a good 
GPA,” said Edelman. “Which means that I have a 
physical GPA above 3.0, a military GPA above 3.0 and 
an academic GPA above 3.0.”

Although all these components prove di�  cult 
to Edelman, he said, “� e most challenging part 
about being in the military, especially as a freshman, 
or four degree, is learning to be a follower and that’s 
what I learned during Basic Training. Nothing gets 
accomplished when everyone tries to speak up and tries 
to be a leader. You have to learn when to be a follower. 
� at was a challenge.”

In regards to high school students interested in 
a military academy, Edelman said, “Start applying 
beginning of junior year and make sure that you are 
prepared academically, physically, and mentally. Make 
sure you visit the academy of your choice and make sure 
that it’s the right place for you. Know that you’re going 
to be making a commitment to something that you can’t 
back down from. If you’re looking for a party school, this 
is not the place to be looking at.”

Overall, Edelman has truly found an environment 
where he belongs, even though he does miss a few things 
back at home.

“I miss my family and friends,” said Edelman. “I 
miss being able to wear civilian clothes.” 

Luckily, he is able to come home for � anksgiving, 
Christmas and Spring Break where he can dress 
comfortably and spend time with family and friends.

Over the past four months, Edelman has found that 
he has learned a lot about himself.

“I’ve learned that even though sometimes I want to 
take the easy way out, having integrity is of the utmost 
importance. I’ve also learned service before self. You 
should always put others before yourself,” Edelman said.

Although the military lifestyle isn’t for everybody, 
Edelman has found his place amongst the other cadets at 
the United States Air Force Academy. While it is di�  cult 
and challenging, he knows that he is a part of something 
bigger than himself.

MIKAELA EDELMAN

Class of  2015

Crossing the Delaware River between Pennsylvania 
and New York during the next 18 months will be much 
more di�  cult than when Washington crossed the Delaware 
in 1776.

Both PennDot and NYDOT have major construction 
projects for the I84 Bridge over the Delaware and the 
I84 Highway. Currently, both highway departments 
are constructing temporary crossover roadways to 
accommodate the closing of the westbound I84 bridge 
roadway and the restricted lane use of the eastbound bridge 
roadway. Single lane tra�  c each direction on the eastbound 
side of the bridge is planned for the next year while crews 
construct a new bridge and roadway over the westbound 
portion of I84. When the westbound I84 is completed, 
tra�  c will then travel single lane each direction using the 
westbound side of I84. Crews will move to construct a 
new bridge and roadway for the eastbound portion of the 
I84 bridge. � is process will also take approximately a 
year to complete. � e actual construction zone will begin 
near the Mountain Road Exit # 2 in NYS to west of the 
Matamoras exit on the PA side.

Additionally, in the spring of 2014, PennDot will 
begin a $ 66.5 M project to replace the I84 roadway 
between the I84 Bridge westbound to the Milford exit. 
� is is a complete replacement of the roadway from the 
ground up. Tra�  c, for sections at a time, will be one lane 
both directions, from the I84 Bridge over the Delaware to 
the Milford exit. � e PennDot project is expected to take 
about a year to complete.

Traveling I84 between Milford, Pa. and Mountain 
Road in New York starting in January for the next two 
years is predicted to be a challenge. While pull-o�  areas 
will be available for breakdowns, the volume of tra�  c 
consolidated down to one lane each direction will cause 
signi� cant delays and most likely accidents. Drivers should 
consider alternate routes and allow extra time when you 
must travel this area. Avoiding this area is your best option.

Washington probably never thought crossing the 
Delaware would be this di�  cult even at darkness of the 
night.

CONTRIBUTED BY MR. MARVIN EVERSDYKE 
Director of Support Services 

Crossing the 
Delaware 



BY WILLIAM MULLEN

Sta�  Writer

� is year marked the 50th anniversary 
commemoration of the historical Pinchot estate called 
Grey Towers. 

To celebrate this achievement, members of the Grey 
Towers Heritage Association, the US forest service, 
members of Student Council, the concert band and 
other volunteers teamed up to hold a weekend dedicated 
to retelling the history of how the Grey Towers became 
what it is today. 

� e house built on the Grey Towers estate in 1886 
was originally the summer home of James and Mary 
Pinchot. No one would have thought this summer retreat 
would be the birth place of conservation in America.

 It was James who � rst recognized the reckless 
destruction of natural resources that was overtaking the 
nation in the 19th century. James encouraged his eldest 
son Gi� ord to consider a career in forestry.

Gi� ord took his father’s advice and pursued forestry; 
however, Yale University, Gi� ord’s choice for education, 
did not o� er that major. Gi� ord did not let this stop 
him; instead, he traveled to Nancy, France to study this 
subject. 

A year later, Gi� ord returned to the States and found 
a job as a resident forester for Vanderbilt’s Biltmore 
Forest Estate for three years. After becoming involved 
with the National Forest Commission (NFC) created 
by the National Academy of 
Sciences, he and several other 
members of NFC traveled 
through the West during the 
summer of 1896 investigating 
forest areas for possible forest 
reserves. He was named chief 
of the Division of Forestry two 
years later.

After the election of 
� eodore Roosevelt, friend of 
Gi� ord, management of the 
forest reserves was transferred 
from the Department of the 
Interior to Agriculture to the 
new Forest Service, with Gi� ord as the chief. 

With Roosevelt’s willing approval, Gi� ord 
restructured and professionalized the management of the 
national forests, as well as greatly increased their area and 
number.

“When I came home not a single acre of government, 

state, or private timberland was under systematic forest 
management anywhere on the most richly timbered of 
all continents....When the Nineties began, the common 
word for our forests was inexhaustible. To waste timber 

was a virtue and not a crime. What talk 
there was about forest protection was 
no more to the average American 
that the buzzing of a mosquito, 
and just about as irritating,” said 
Gi� ord. 

Referred to as the father of 
American Conversation, Gi� ord 
was the primary founder of the 
Society of American Foresters, using 
the Pinchot summer estate as his 
training grounds for his new group. 

Grey Towers was always 
bustling with activity and was 
central to advancing the Pinchot’s´ 

social, political and conservation ideals. 
Finally in 1963, the Pinchot family donated Grey 

Towers and its surrounding 102 acres to the US Forest 
Service, where President Kennedy was present for the 
dedication. 

Community celebrates 50th anniversary of Grey Towers

Can you spot where this photo was taken? The fi rst student to e-mail 
THE.DEL.AWARE@GMAIL.COM with the correct answer will win an 

exclusive prize.

How Aware Are You?

Photo by Nicole Simerson

Inquiring Photographer
 WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE FALL ACTIVITY?

        BY NICOLE SIMERSON Sta�  Writer

“Playing in the leaves.” 
Alex Lambert & Erin 

Gallagher
 Class of 2015

“Trick-or-treating in 
Matamoras.”

Shayne Christ
 Class of 2017

“The thrill of  being in a 
haunted house.”
Sam Lutcza

Class of 2014

“Playing basketball with 
my friends.”

Brandon Crawford
Class of 2017

“Apple picking with my 
friends and family.” 
Timea Strenk
Class of 2017

“Playing football on Friday 
nights under the lights.”

Brett Cohen
Class of 2015
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Community members gather at Grey 
Towers to listen to guest speakers.
Contributed Photo
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DV honors new members into Hall of Fame
BY MARIELLE CAVALLARO

Sports Co-Editor

On Sept. 29, the Delaware Valley Hall of Fame 
Committee added four members to its academic, 
professional, and athletic Hall of Fame.

� e inductees were Bonnie Du� y Clark, John 
Leiser, William Rosado, and 
Delaware Valley high school 
physical education teacher Mr. 
James Donnelly.   

Introduced by his older sister 
Cristin Donnelly Cavallaro, who 
is also a member of the Delaware 
Valley Athletic Hall of Fame, Mr. 
Donnelly was inducted as a current 
teacher and coach at DV.  He was 
a member of the � rst football team 
that Delaware Valley had, as well 
as a star baseball player.  

He went on to Grove City College where he played 
football and baseball, earning a letter all four years and 
starting each for three years.  For football, he was, among 
other honors, asked to both play and start in the USA III 
Football Martin Luther King All-Star game.  In baseball, 
Mr. Donnelly was a senior captain and was a two-time 

batting champion, and until 2010, he held the highest 
career batting average (.417) in school history.  His 
batting average his senior year was .465.  

Mr. Donnelly has also had success as a coach at DV, 
where he helped lead the football team to a 2004 Division 
I Championship and a 2012 District Championship.  
He also helped the baseball team win a 2006 State 

Championship.
Another member, Bonnie Du� y Clark, graduated 

from DV and went on to lead a career in public relations.  
She is now the Vice President of Communications for 
the Philadelphia Phillies.  She is the � rst woman in 
the history of the Phillies association to reach such a 
prestigious position.  She was named by South Jersey 

Magazine one of its annual Super Women in 2011.
John Leiser, after earning a Ph.D. in Philosophy, 

continues to follow his passion; he teaches, which he 
believes to be a special gift he was given.  He has been 
recognized with many awards, one of which was the 
Christensen Award for Excellence in Teaching in 2010, 
but his greatest achievement was being selected as the 2011 

Council for the Advancement 
and Support of Education and 
the Carnegie Foundation for 
the Advancement of teaching’s 
Pennsylvania Professor of the 
Year.

William Rosado’s speech 
at the induction ceremony 
brought a sense of pride to those 
listening.  He told his life story, 
his “American Dream.”  Rosado 
came to America in high school, 

where he “never felt any type of discrimination or race 
issues, [he] � t in right away, even in a small, non-diverse 
area like Milford, Pa. in the 1970s.”  Rosado then went 
on to open up the Rosado Group of Dealerships, in 
which he employs over 300 people.

� ese four successful alums of DV have given the 
school a reason to be proud.

BY NATE KING

Science & Technology Editor 

Nationally recognized airbrush artist 
� omas Banks visited automotive vo-tech 
students Sept. 26 with a simple message – it 
doesn’t take an artist to create art. Rather, all it 
takes is an airbrush and some skill.

For the past seven years Banks has been 
teaching an airbrushing course at Ohio 
Technical School. In his capacity as an 
airbrush instructor, Banks also tours schools 
across the country, introducing students to his 
course at Ohio Tech.

In his workshop, Banks sets up 
s m a l l workstations in the garage 
w h e r e he pairs o�  students and 
g i v e s them a chance to try their 

hand at airbrushing.
Delaware Valley 

has been among these 
schools since 2008, 

a n d 
s t a n d s 

o u t 
against the 

countless ones Banks regularly visits due to 
students’ ability to pick up the skills needed 
to airbrush. 

Banks discussed and demonstrated 
technique. Use of the airbrush takes two major 
actions – the release of pressurized air and 
the tilt of another nozzle to release the paint. 
� e distance of the brush from the surface 
controls the width of the paint strokes, while 
the duration of the release also in� uences how 
dark the paint appears on the medium.

During his workshop, Banks told students 
that artistic ability is not necessary to be good 
at airbrushing.

“[Airbrushing] is not about being able to 
draw…it’s all skill and learning how to use the 
airbrush itself.”

Touring airbrush artist visits DV 
automotive vo-tech students

BY RYAN CURRY

Sta�  Writer

On Oct. 11, Mrs. Irene 
Lantz’s AP Art History class took 
part in a traditional Japanese tea 
ceremony. � is marks the seventh 
annual ceremony that the class has 
completed.

One part of the AP Art History 
curriculum is the study of Asian arts, 
including the arts of Japan, China 
and Korea. � is tea ceremony was 
integrated into the lesson plan to 
give students more of an authentic 
feel for the artistic Japanese culture. 

“Students learn more through 
� rst-hand experience,” Mrs. Lantz 
noted. 

Clad in traditional ceremonial 
Japanese kimonos, the class 
began with a traditional bow and 
proceeded to start the ceremony. 
In ancient Japanese tradition, the 
tea ceremony, colloquially known 
as “ocha” among those in Japan, is 

a ritual heavily in� uenced by Zen 
Buddhism. A skilled preparer of tea 
creates and serves the green tea, or 
matcha, to their guests in a serene 
environment, such as a tea house. 

� e students created their own 
ceramic tea cups for the ceremony, 
and senior Amanda Corrieri baked 
almond cookies to serve with the 
tea.

AP Art History holds tea 
ceremony

APAH students gather to take 
part in a traditional Japanese 
tea ceremony.
Contributed Photo

s m a l l workstations in the garage 
w h e r e he pairs o�  students and 
g i v e s them a chance to try their 

hand at airbrushing.
Delaware Valley 

has been among these 
schools since 2008, 

“[Airbrushing] is not about being 
able to draw...it’s all skill and learning 
how to use the airbrush itself.”

- Airbrush artist Thomas Banks

Bonnie Duffy Clark James Donnelly John Leiser William Rosado
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1) Which ghost is the best dancer?
2) Who do monsters buy their cookies from?
3) Why do vampires need mouthwash?
4) What’s a vampire favorite fruit?
5) What happens when two vampires meet?
6) Why didn’t the skeleton cross the road?

1) The Boogie Man 2) Ghoul Scouts 3) They have 
bat breath 4) A Necktarine 5) Love at First Bite   
6) He has No Guts

Potatoes an
d turnips 

were th
e original 

Jack-
O-Lanterns.

Approximately two billion dollars is 

spent annually on Halloween candy in 

the United States

Halloween 
is thought to 
have originated 
around 
4000 B.C making 
Halloween 
6,000 years old.

. Black is associated 
with death and darkness 
and orange is the color 
associated with the 
autumn harvest. 

Pumpkins are a type of 

squash and they 
are als

o type 

of fruit.

Salem, Massachusetts and 
Anoka, Minnesota are the self-
proclaimed Halloween capitals 
of the world.



Killer 
hornets are 

a buzz in 
China

BY ALAYNA MASKER

Circulation Co-Editor

Giant killer hornets have 
ravaged northern parts of China 
killing 42 people and injuring 1,600 
others. 

� ese hornets, known as the 
Vespa mandarinia, are the largest 
in the world and are about the size 
of a human thumb. � ey have a six 
millimeter stinger.  � eir venom is 
so potent that it can lead to organ 
failure and even death.  � e stings 
leave a bullet-like wound in their 
victim’s skin.  

But humans are not their only 
targets. � e hornets dine on other 
insects and bees, and they have a 
reputation for obliterating entire 
hives by biting o�  the bees’ head and 
stealing their larvae and honey.

� ese hornets have been 
attracted to the Shaanxi province, 
because of  its warm climate and 
dry weather. � ey build their nests 
underground and in tree stumps. 
Since the location of the nests are 
hidden, it is very di�  cult for people 
to detect them. 

As a result, Chinese o�  cials are 
warning citizens to avoid walking 
through wooded areas and � elds. 
� ey are also urging people to 
abstain from wearing bright colors, 
because it attracts the hornets. 

Unfortunately, not much can 
be done about these giant pests. 
Victims of these attacks found out 
the hard way that running away just 
is not an option. � e hornets are 
attracted to human sweat and can 
� y up to speeds of 25 mph. 

Some towns have called in 
soldiers to remove the nests by using 
� amethrowers. So far, burning has 
been the only e� ective solution.  

� e killer hornets’ activity is 
predicted to reduce in November 
when the weather gets cooler.

U.S. captures Al Qaeda suspect
BY DALLAS ERNST

Entertainment Editor

Abu Anas al Libi, an alleged Al Qaeda 
operative, was captured in Tripoli, Libya on 
Oct. 5 by the United States Delta Force. 
He was captured on the street in front of 
his home as he returned in his car from 
morning prayers. 

American o�  cials have described him as 
“one of the world’s most wanted terrorists.” 
For over a decade al Libi, whose real name 
is Nazih Abdul-Hamed al-Ruqai, has been 
under indictment in New York on terror 
charges.

For a week al Libi was held on an 
American warship for interrogation before 
being brought to New York to face the 
charges against him and receive medical 
attention. 

According to federal authorities, the 
49-year-old native of Libya helped plan and 
conduct surveillance for the bombings of 
the U.S. Embassy in Kenya and Tanzanian 

in 1998, an event which killed 224 
people and wounded thousands 
more. However, Al Libi appeared 
in court on Oct. 15 and denied all 
terrorism charges.

� ere are 20 accused 
conspirators; nine are 
being held in custody, 
one died awaiting trial 
and eight have been 
killed.  � e remaining 
three have yet to be 
discovered.

President Barack 
Obama and Attorney 
General Eric Holder 
have previously 
preferred to try 
individuals such as 
al Libi in American 
courts. However, trials 
on American soil have been controversial in 
the past.

According to a U.S. o�  cial, al Libi 

received care at a medical facility in 
New York for a pre-existing illness and is 
“doing better.” Al Libi’s wife revealed that 
he has a severe case of hepatitis C and 
that she was worried about his health.

Al Libi’s wife also defended her 
husband’s innocence by saying that he 

was no longer a member of Al Qaeda and 
had been living a normal life, seeking a job 
with the Libyan oil ministry.

BY TIMOTHY COYLE

World New Co-Editor

� e educational standard, Common 
Core, is being fully implemented into 
most schools’ 
curricula across 
the country 
during the 
2 0 1 3 - 1 4 
school year. 

W i t h 
more people 
becoming aware 
of these standards, 
Common Core 
is considered 
to be very 
controversial. It 
has been adopted 
by 45 states for 
math and English 
in kindergarten through 12th grade. Within 
the last couple days, Rick Scott, the governor 
of Florida, issued an executive order to 
withdraw from the standards.

Common Core was attached to one 
of the stimulus bills passed in 2009. It was 
created and is supported by the National 
Governors Association in addition to the 
teachers unions.

A radical attack group named Media 

Matters, which is � nancially supported 
by George Soros, chairman of Soros 
Fund Management, and supporters of 
these standards, accidentally called them 
“an Obama administrative educational 
initiative.”

Many of those who oppose 
C o m m o n Core have 

said that it is 
an attempt 
f r o m 

the federal 
g o v e r n m e n t 
to take control 
of the public 

e d u c a t i o n a l 
systems; there is 
no longer school 
choice. � ey are 

well aware 
of the 
progressive 
“ c r a d l e -

to-grave” agenda and believe it is shown 
through Common Core.

Bill Whittle, host of Afterburner, stated, 
“…it is one massive totalitarian federal 
education standard…” 

Public schools are forced to adopt 
these standards; however, charter and 
private schools technically don’t have to 
but they must prepare their students for the 
standardized tests. � erefore, there is no way 
around Common Core. 

Sen. Tim Scott of South Carolina said, 
“I think anytime that we centralize control 
of education… it’s a threat at the end of the 
day.”

Over the last couple months, parents 
have been speaking up at school board 
meetings after � nding out the details of the 
standards; however, there have been reports 
of parents being arrested after doing so.

 Bill Clinton, a proud supporter of 
Common Core, said, “We cannot be 
disheartened by the forces of resistance to 
building a modern economy and good jobs 
or to rebuilding our education system to 
give all our children a common core…”

� e change in math and English is 
being shown across the country. A school 
o�  cial in Illinois said that it doesn’t matter 
if the math problem is wrong, just as long as 
the student can explain their reasoning and 
explain how they got their answer. 

David Barton, historian and author, 
explains that Common Core is a serious 
problem for the future of students. Barton 
feels one of the problems kids face is the 
absence of being taught cursive handwriting.

“Since all of America’s founding 
documents are written in cursive, students 
will have to depend on textbooks and 
teachers to tell them what exactly was said,” 
Barton stated.

Common Core is not going to go away 
and over the upcoming months, there will 
be new details coming out.

Common Core creates controversy
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of the public 
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systems; there is 
no longer school 
choice. � ey are 

The states that are shaded have not adopted 
the Common Core Standards at this point.



BY COURTNEY THOMPSON

World News Editor

In the spirit of Halloween, the United States 
government decided to give the country a major scare 
this year by shutting down.

On Oct. 1, the United States government shut 
down because Congress could not agree on how to allot 
funding to federal agencies. Sixteen days later, Congress 
constructed a bill that postponed the debt ceiling and 
allowed the government to reopen. 

� is was the � rst government shutdown in 17 years 
and many people are unsure of what exactly a shutdown 
of the government ensues. After all, a government 
shutdown is as complex as the government itself.

� e shutdown can be traced back to a staple of 
American government – the two-party system. Congress 
consists of the House and the Senate, which are 
currently controlled by the Republican Party and the 
Democratic Party respectively. To make it to the 
President’s desk, a bill must pass through both 
houses of Congress.

� is divide often inhibits bills from getting 
passed, but when the debt ceiling comes into 
play, the e� ects of this feud have more of an 

impact on citizens. When the debt ceiling approaches, 
Congress has to either raise the debt limit or cut back 
on spending. If Congress can’t make a decision, the 
government can’t be funded, leading to a shutdown.

During the shutdown, national security, public 
safety and programs written into permanent law 
remained open. However, national parks and museums 
were closed, some veteran services and programs were 
suspended and funding for WIC (Woman, Infants 
and Children) was cut.

G o v e r n m e n t employees fall into 
two categories during a 
shutdown; “excepted” 
and “non-excepted.” 
� e “non-
excepted” 

workers were sent home for the extent of the shutdown 
while “excepted” workers maintained their jobs, but did 
not receive pay until the shutdown ended. Approximately 
800,000 federal workers were branded “non-excepted” 
and sent home during the shutdown.

Obamacare was an issue of debate between the 
parties, which got tied into the debt discussion as 
Republicans attempted to delay its funding.

President Barack Obama criticized this strategy, 
saying, “Keeping the people’s government open is not 
a concession to me. Keeping vital service running and 
hundreds of thousands of Americans on the job is not 
something you ‘give’ to the other side.”

In the end, the only thing Democrats and 
Republicans could agree on was procrastination. � e 
bill that Congress constructed serves only as a temporary 

reprieve, specifying that the government will be 
funded until Jan. 15 and the debt ceiling postponed 
until Feb. 7. 

While the bill allowed the government to 
reopen, Congress didn’t actually accomplish 
anything besides giving Saturday Night Live 
fresh material to work with. In less than three 
months, Congress will be forced to come to 

agreement on government funding.

funding to federal agencies. Sixteen days later, Congress 
constructed a bill that postponed the debt ceiling and 

� is was the � rst government shutdown in 17 years 
and many people are unsure of what exactly a shutdown 
of the government ensues. After all, a government 

� e shutdown can be traced back to a staple of 
American government – the two-party system. Congress 
consists of the House and the Senate, which are 
currently controlled by the Republican Party and the 
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and Children) was cut.

G o v e r n m e n t employees fall into 
two categories during a 
shutdown; “excepted” 
and “non-excepted.” 
� e “non-
excepted” 

President Barack Obama criticized this strategy, 
saying, “Keeping the people’s government open is not 
a concession to me. Keeping vital service running and 
hundreds of thousands of Americans on the job is not 
something you ‘give’ to the other side.”

In the end, the only thing Democrats and 
Republicans could agree on was procrastination. � e 
bill that Congress constructed serves only as a temporary 

reprieve, specifying that the government will be 
funded until Jan. 15 and the debt ceiling postponed 
until Feb. 7. 

Government shutdown prompts extended deadline

Boston victims prolong with 
prosthetics

Source: China Daily
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How has the government shutdown affected you?
Roving Reporter

BY GIORGIA DAHLQUIST

News Co-Editor

On Oct. 6, roughly six months 
after the bombing at the Boston 
Marathon’s � nish line, which 
killed three and injured over 
250 people, victims took 
their � rst steps on the 
road to recovery at a clinic 
intended to help them 
reclaim mobility.

� e clinic was held at 
Harvard University athletic 
� elds where dozens of 
amputees participated 
along with family, physical 
therapists and other 
volunteers to help one 
another learn how to 
run with their new 
prosthetic legs. 

� e Challenged 
Athletes Foundation, a group that assists 
amputees and those with disabilities who 
participate in sports, organized the clinic. 
� ey brought together Boston victims, 
those wounded in the military and other 
amputees to run drills, navigate through 

an obstacle course and team up for 
group events. 

“We can’t let evil have the last 
word and that is why we focused 
on this group,” said Knights of 

Columbus spokesman Andrew 
Walther.

� e Knights of Columbus, 
an organization that helped 

victims of the 2010 earthquake 
in Haiti by providing prosthetics, 

has helped marathon victims 
receive running legs or other 

prosthetics to make it easier for 
them to live a normal life again. 

One woman at the clinic 
made her way through the 

obstacles saying aloud, “I’m 
not going to fall this time!” and 
another wore a T-shirt that read “I 
am a Champutee.”

Losing a leg is a self-evident 
setback and learning how to 

properly use prosthetics is a challenge 
that victims struggle to overcome; in 
spite of this, they remain strong and 

hopeful that soon life will be as if 
they never lost anything.

On Oct. 6, roughly six months 
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killed three and injured over 
250 people, victims took 
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“It stopped my dad’s benefi ts and pay.” “I have a personality profi le to complete for my class 
and John J. Donahue is the superintendent of  the 
Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area, and 

he couldn’t talk about his job or be interviewed.”

“My brother is in the Air Force Academy and 
didn’t have transportation. Janitors weren’t working 

and their civilian teachers were laid off.”

“I was just on vacation in North Carolina, 
and we weren’t able to visit national parks.”

Joey Protsko
Class of 2014

Brandon Brown
Class of 2016

Mikaela Edelman
Class of 2015

Mrs. Linda Gartner
Guidance Secretary

BY MARISA BALCARCEL Arts & Literature Editor
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By Becky StieB

Opinions Editor

Developing relationships has always been a part of life but the teenage 
years bring a new topic to the surface: dating. Teen dating is glorified in 
the media through TV shows and movies. 
Every couple goes through a puppy-love phrase. Puppy-love can make 
forming or dealing with other relationships like family and friends hard.  
Delaware Valley 11-12 guidance counselor Ms. Jessica Robinson tells 
teenagers to think of life as a puzzle where each color represents a differ-
ent relationship.  How boring would life be if the puzzle was all blue or all 
red? To make a puzzle eye catching it must have multi-colored .  
Most teenagers believe they have to go out every night with a 
certain groups of friends or they are not going to fit in. 
This isn’t the case. It’s perfectly expectable 
to stay home on the weekends and 
have that quality family 
time.
 “Relationships are 
work,” Ms. Robinson said 
“but that doesn’t mean 
they have to be miserable.”

Helpfu
l Tips

:

By elena eShleman

Photography Editor

Drugs and alcohol, impairing substances some teens turn to in order to 
relieve their stresses, often make growing up more difficult. 

“Young people don’t realize the effects it has on the brain,” said school 
police officer, Mark Moglia.

Teenagers who consistently consume drugs and alcohol often become 
dependent on them in hopes that their problems will fade away. They self-
medicate in order to escape reality for an hour or two.

Media glorifies substances by making them appeal to young adults. 
Youth is constantly shown drinking and participating in drug use in 
commercials and movies.

According to Officer Moglia, the phrase “YOLO,” as 
opposed to “Carpe Diem,”has influenced teenagers to 
live recklessly. This risky behavior often adds 
to the stresses of growing up, both 
physically and emotionally.  

In order to resist these 
peer pressures, Officer 
Moglia suggests young 
adults set goals and plan for 
the future.  

Helpfu
l Tips

:

By nicole SimerSon

Staff Writer

Many high school students struggle with countless pressures and 
responsibilities they face while growing up. All of the stresses that come 
with life surround one word, independence; the ability to be free from 
control and to make important decisions whether through maturity or past 
experience. 

When dealing with issues and stresses, it is recommended to have a 
helping hand. Sometimes high school kids can’t handle all of the stresses 
on their own, and they need someone to help them out. Being independent 
is taking that initiative in being responsible and getting the help one might 
acquire in order to get through life’s toughest challenges.

 “You kind of have to stop and not look at the big picture, try to break it 
down and just keep chunking away at it,” stated Wanda Holtzer, one of the 
11/12 guidance counselors.

Helpful Tips:

By marielle cavallaro

Sports Co-Editor

Do you hate the person looking back at you in the mirror?  
Self-image issues are a serious problem among teenagers.  
Unfortunately, along with the issue of bad self-image, self-
harm comes too.  Many teens hurt their own bodies and for 
a variety of reasons; to feel control, to punish themselves 
or simply to stop their emotional pain and by changing it 
to physical pain.  
According to a recent study, one in every 12 teenagers engages in self-
harm, among them, most are female. 
Social media does not help fix the situation; physical education teacher 

and cheerleading coach Ms. Jennifer Simonsen commented, “What 
young people sometimes forget is that comparing oneself to 

someone else’s social networking site is like compar-
ing someone’s highlight reel to REAL life.”  

She, as well as any other teacher in the 
school, is willing to help.  

She added, “extracurricular ac-
tivities help build positive self-

esteem by challenging students 
to work together to accomplish 

goals.”

Helpful Tips:

By kriSti licauSi

Arts & Literature Co-Editor

There’s no denying the insurmountable pressure resting on 
the shoulders of teenagers today; in fact, psychologists agree 

the average high school student today has the same stress 
level as the average psychiatric patient in the 1950s. Harder 
classes, tougher competition, narrower windows for success, 

exceedingly complex relationships and ever-rising societal 
expectations add to the trauma of the looming “real world.” 

Unfortunately, in recent years, “making it through” has meant 
turning to and accepting unhealthy outlets. While these may 
seem to be the only option, positive, healthy alternatives to 

coping with life’s stressors exist and are well-obtainable. After 
all, growing up is tough—it’s how you handle it. 

Drugs/Alcohol Independence Relationships

Self-Image / Self-Harm
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Which of the following do you feel contributes 

to the difficultes of growing up most?
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•Get parental involvement. 
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•Confide in someone you trust.

•Find a new technique to help you 

cope; paint, draw or workout.

81% of the student 
body knows some-

one who has abused 
drugs/alcohol

51% of the student 
body believes that

Family causes 
the most stress in 

their life

Sketch by: Erin Mommsen

66% of the student 
body is unem-

ployed, while 12% 
work at least 5 

days a week

81 % of the stu-
dent body knows 
someone who self-

harms

* Survey w
as given out at random

 
to 100 students of all grades *

30%

13%38%

19%
Drugs and Alcohol

Relationships

Self-Image/ self-
harm

Independence

“Realize that not all the movement 
is progress. When stress and 
tension and chaos surround 
you, pause for a moment 
and relax. The best 
time to take a deep 
breath is when you 
don’t have time 
for it.”

-Melchor 
Lim
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  Spotlight Musician
       Cl��i�s� D�Fe���ic�     

BY ERIN MCNEELY

Managing Editor

It’s often hard to determine looks 
that are going to � t and � atter your body; 
though with the plethora of chic styles 
being introduced this season, you are a 
shoe in for success! 

We often � nd that with the winter 
weather making things a bit chilly, it 
causes us to have to bundle up. But this 
season there is a way to bundle up without 
having to add bulk. Try adding layers to 
your daily attire. Layering adds dimension 
to your out� t, allowing you to mix and 

match a variety of styles and patterns. 
When deciding upon how to layer 
your out� ts, try sticking to speci� c 
concepts such as denim jackets, 
belted cardigans, doubling up on 
tees, bundling up with a scarf and 
wearing tops that cover your legs. 
Each of these isn’t necessarily used 
to create your out� t, but more to 
tie it all together. 

On the other hand, there is one 
style that has carried over from this 
spring that is causing us not bundle up, 
but to dwindle down. Crop tops were a 
big hit this spring/summer for those who 

were brave enough to rock the belly-
bearing look. But the great part about 

crop tops continuing over into 
the fall season is that you don’t 
have to worry about showing 
o�  the belly area. Crop tops 
have allowed us to welcome 
the fall season with a high-
waisted approach. Adding 

high-waisted jeans, skirts and 
leggings to any crop top has 
created a whole new appeal. 

So as the fall months continue 
on, go out and try something new. � is 
season the possibilities are endless.

BY COURTNEY THOMPSON

World News Editor

Senior Clarissa DeFederico has 
always been a standout music student, 
and her talent has gained the attention of 
her peers, who voted her president of the 
orchestra and “best in orchestra” at the 
class favorite’s ceremony.

Clarissa has been singing and playing 
the cello for 10 years and she is in 
Delaware Valley’s chorus, orchestra and 
chamber orchestra as well as her 
church choir

Loyal to both singing and 
the cello, Clarissa pronounces 
that she likes both equally. 

Clarissa plans to major 
in political science and 
communications. Politics 
is one of her favorite topics 
of discussion, and she is 
also a sports fan, adamantly 
supporting the Giants.

Clarissa’s favorite genre 
of music is alternative rock 
and her favorite bands 
include Dave Matthews 
Band, Jack Johnson and 
Dropkick Murphys. � ese 
bands are her muses when she 
plays and sings.

“I’m inspired by Dave 
Matthews,” Clarissa said. 
“Even though we don’t play 
the same instrument, he’s 
still a good musician.”

For Clarissa, music is 
not simply a hobby, but a necessary 
part of life.

“It’s a way of expressing myself and 

it serves as a gateway. When I’m playing 
or singing that’s all I’m focusing on; I can 
just forget about everything else,” she 
said.

Since 7th grade, Clarissa has attended 
a summer music camp where she plays 
in an orchestra and sings in a chorus 
to further develop her skills. She looks 
forward to camp every summer, but last 
summer was especially exciting because of 
her new leadership role. 

“Last year was my � rst year being a 
counselor,” Clarissa said. “It was good 
because I got to lead the string ensemble, 

so it was almost like after all the 
teachers have taught me, I can teach 

it again.”
Clarissa credits her music 

teachers with having shaped who 
she is today.

“� ey push me to be a better 
musician, which also pushes me to 
do better as a person all around, in 

everything I do,” she said.
Clarissa’s teachers are also 

appreciative to have her as a 
student. 

Orchestra instructor 
Mr. David Swineheart said, 

“I’m thankful that the 
students chose a 
really wonderful 

person to be our 
orchestra president; someone 
who’s gung-ho about orchestra 

and loves music, and has done a 
great job during her whole entire 

career here at DV in both chorus and 
orchestra. She’s an all-around great 

musician. Certainly we will miss her 
when she’s gone.”

   Spotlight Artist      
      Nat���� Ro���    

BY ELENA ESHLEMAN

Photography Editor

Senior Natalie Rosen, who has been 
creating artwork since she could pick up 
a pencil, produces unique traditional and 
digital pieces that are both technically 
advanced and visually striking. 

Natalie has taken painting, drawing 
and graphic design classes in school. 
� ese classes allowed her to dabble in 
a variety of art forms and experience 
di� erent styles and techniques. Her 
favorites to create are realistic works and 
stylized design pieces. Natalie is often 
found crafting sketchbook pieces using 
pointillism, a technique in which small 
dots are layered to form an image and 
show value.

 “Everything that has ever touched 
me in some way drives my mind to create 
something new. Life is never boring so 
it keeps my artwork fresh and personal,” 
she said.

� e young artist also gives credit to 
her painting and AP Art History teacher, 
Mrs. Irene Lantz, for inspiring her works 
of art. She encouraged Natalie to open up 
and explore di� erent parts of her mind in 
order to create emotionally driven pieces. 

Famous artists Salvador Dali and 
M.C. Escher are two of Natalie’s favorites.

“� ey work in ways that are abstract, 
but they do not defy the realism in the 
world.” 

Natalie does not have a speci� c 
artistic process she follows. Her processes 
di� er according to what she is making 
and why she is making it. She simply 
picks up her pen, paintbrush or whatever 
tool she can � nd, and starts creating. 

Natalie’s artwork has been displayed 
at Moore School of Art and Design, the 
Regional Scholastic Art Awards, around 
the school and online. Sketched Out, 
Natalie’s up and coming T-shirt company, 
is going to exhibit her original sketches 
on shirts for both males and females. She 
hopes that the startup business will grow 
as the word spreads.

After high school, Natalie hopes to 
attend Marywood University and major 
in graphic design. She ultimately plans 
on becoming a tattoo artist, turning her 
detailed sketchbook images into beautiful 
and elaborate body art.

Whether it is sketches, t-shirts or 
tattoos, Natalie is always creating original 
artwork and inspiring others as they 
inspire her. 

The artwork above is one of 
Natalie’s pieces for potential 
T-shirt ideas.
Contributed photo
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BY ALAYNA MASKER

Circulation Co-Manager 

“Code Name Verity” by Elizabeth Wein 
is a heart-wrenching story that focuses on 
the bond of two British girls during World 
War II. It takes you on a journey of plot 
twists, imprisonment, interrogations and the 
true meaning of friendship. 

� e book begins after a British spy 
plane crashes in Nazi-occupied France. 
One of the two passengers on board named 
“Verity” has been captured by the Gestapo. 
Her only chance of surviving another week 

is by writing top-secret information about 
the British Air Force in a journal for the 
Nazis to translate. Instead of divulging the 
information, she tells the riveting tale of 
meeting her best friend Maddie Brodatt 
during the early days of the war. 

Maddie, who was the pilot on board 
the wrecked plane, knows nothing of her 
friends whereabouts until she is taken in 
by a German resistance group.  � ey teach 
her how to � ght and soon after, she faces 
the daunting task of rescuing her witty best 
friend. Unfortunately, things do not go as 
planned, and she is forced to make a decision 
based o�  love rather than her desires.  

 “Code Name Verity” left me sobbing 
into my pillow at night. � e genuine 
friendship between the main characters was 
so powerful and abundant throughout the 
book. It made me feel the need to call up my 
best friends and thank them for everything. 

However, this story is not all that dour. 
� e author somehow managed to successfully 
scatter humor amongst the pages that were 
� lled with torture and hopelessness. “Verity” 
was the perfect embodiment of humor, 
despite her predicament. 

� is gut-wrenching rollercoaster of a 
novel was very compelling and easily the best 
book I have read this year.

BY RACHAEL SMITH

Sta�  Writer

Inspired by her teachers and 
intrigued by class writing prompts, 
senior Courtney � ompson fell in love 
with writing in fourth grade. Now she 
has made her way up to being president 
of the Creative Writing Club and World 
News Editor for the Del.Aware.  

Courtney hopes to pursue a writing 
career, possibly along with publishing 
and editing. She has already � nished 
writing one novel during NaNoWriMo 
(National Novel Writing Month), which 
is a challenge to write an entire book 
during the month of November, beside 
all of her partially � nished stories. She 
also won an online writing contest.

“[Writing is] just how I express 
myself... I used to be pretty quiet, so that’s 
just sort of my outlet,” Courtney said.

Along with inspiration from her 
teachers, Courtney is also inspired by her 
favorite books, authors (including Nina 
LaCour, Stephen King, J.K. Rowling, 
Neil Gaimen and James Patterson) and 
movies. 

“My friends are inspiration too 
because a lot of my friends write, so we 
share our stories and we get ideas from 
each other,” she said.

Courtney likes to write “pretty much 
anything,” but her favorite genres are 
action, adventure, fantasy, � ction and 
horror. 

 “I don’t think I would be a writer if 
it wasn’t for the teachers that I’ve had,” 
said Courtney. “� ere are just so many 
amazing teachers who really encourage 
kids to write and express their creativity.”

Spotlight Writer
 C��� ��� Th��ps��

Writer’s Sample

Photo and Caption by Courtney Thompson

“Why did we agree to this?” 
Tessa groaned, shoving Mitch’s 
heavy arm from her shoulder. 
He wobbled a little but regained 
his balance and kept going, his 
drunken slouch and sloppy steps 
making the trek appear more 
diffi cult than it was.

“If  we hadn’t come he’d 
have done something stupid…
gotten lost or fell in the lake, 
probably,” I said regretfully, 
watching Mitch fall off  balance 
again and catch himself  on a 
tree.

Jared shuffl ed along beside 
me, wearing a grim face, but kept 
quiet on the matter. He had been 
woken up – along with the rest 
of  us – by a coon or something 
before, and he had seemed to be 
in a bad mood since. Jared was 
usually not the moody type, but 
this weekend had taken its toll 
on all of  us.

On Halloween the Creative Writing Club concluded its horror writing 
segment by sharing original horror stories around a homemade campfi re.
During October, the Creative Writing Club honed in on the horror genre 
in the spirit of Halloween. Club adviser Mr. Evan Bates reviewed some 
essential skills for writing this genre, such as the importance of diction, 
imagery and pacing. One exercise involved passing stories around so that 
each person could add something, and the results were many unique 
stories with unexpected twists.
Some stories read at the campfi re focused on the supernatural, including 
ghosts, zombies and demons while others centered on more realistic 
events like cold-blooded murder. With a dark atmosphere and s’mores 
cookies to set the mood, students gave life to their tales through dramatic 
readings.
“I thought it was fun. It was nice to have a few people share their stories. 
I thought some good conversations came about. I really like the club 
because there are so many different personalities,” said Mr. Bates.
In November, the club will tackle other genres and conventions of writing 
in order to continue improving and expanding its horizons.

Creative Writing Club hosts 
Halloween campfi re event

Book Review



Another dull and glossy teen thriller pretending to be 
something it’s not is the perfect way to describe the remake of 
Brian De Palma’s 1976 movie “Carrie”. 

“Carrie” is a movie about a girl who grows up as the weird kid 
in school because she had been sheltered her whole life. After an 
incident in the girls’ bathroom during gym one day where Carrie 
was publically embarrassed by her classmates, she has a meltdown 
that causes her to notice that she has telekinetic powers. 

Leading up to the climax scene at the prom, Carrie embraces 
her unusual talents to seek revenge for all of the torment she’d 
been put through. One of the main characters in the story, your 
stereotypical popular girl, o� ers her boyfriend to be Carrie’s prom 
date. � e only problem however is that her intentions behind this 
were malicious. 

By the time the prom came around, the entire student body 
made Carrie feel as though she were one of them, a feeling she had 
never been familiar with. As she approaches the stage when she is 
called for prom queen, an entire vat of pig blood is spilled on her 
from the ceiling. � is just sets her up to take full control of her 
powers. In her mind she sends the entire prom into chaos and kills 
everyone.

When I left the theater after watching this movie I was not 
pleased. Personally being a huge fan of the original version, the 
remake did not do it justice. � e level of fear instilled in watchers 
by the original version cannot compare to that of the 2013 version. 
I would not recommend this movie as I think it was a waste of 
both my time and money.
BY ERIN MCNEELY

Managing Editor

BY ANNA CHAMBERLIN

News Editor

It’s almost guaranteed 
that you can’t turn on your 
TV today without seeing 
some kind of thrilling, hide-
behind-the-pillow series that 
makes Halloween, year round. 
And that is precisely what networks like 
Lifetime and Fox are trying to capture 
with the release of two new series, “Sleepy 
Hollow” and “Witches of East End.”

People live for the thrill and thrive 
for not knowing what is going to pop out 
behind that wall or what scary creature 
is hiding beneath the bed. Lately, there 
has been a trend in shows that make 
you jump out of your seat and keep 
you in suspense between episodes.

“Sleepy Hollow” is a modern day 
retelling of the 1820 short story “� e 
Legend of Sleepy Hollow” where main 
character Ichabod Crane dies during the 

Revolutionary 
War, and he 

rises from the grave 
along with the rise of 

the headless horseman. 
He travels two and a half 

centuries through time to 
unravel a mystery that dates 

all the way back to the 

founding fathers. Viewers will be able to 
experience a thrill of horror every Monday 
at 9 p.m. on the Fox Network. 

� is Halloween trend in shows 
continues with the creation of “Witches of 

East End” which centers on a family 
of witches and the adventures they go 
through. � ey lead quiet uneventful 
modern lives in Long Island’s secluded 

seaside town of North Hampton 
until they � gure out they are the next 

generation of powerful and immortal 
witches. All these journeys of enchantment 
and spells can be found by watching on the 
Lifetime Network on Sundays at 10 p.m.

Some would think that it would be 
strange that such gruesome, yet thrilling 
shows were attracting such huge audiences 
but the facts are in plain sight; people like 
to see other people get scared out of their 
skin and have chills of horror run down 
their spine.

Terrifying television shows trending 

BY KRISTI LICAUSI

Arts & Literature Co-Editor

With their constantly evolving 
sound, alternative rock band Panic! 
at the Disco has mastered the art 
of keeping fans on their toes… and 
passionately singing along. 

Formed in 2004 by guitarist 
Ryan Ross and drummer Spencer 
Smith, Panic! began as a Blink-182 
cover band before recruiting Brendon 
Urie (vocals) and Jon Walker (bass) 
and developing their own sound. 
Quickly earning attention, the 
band’s success took o� .

In 2005, Panic! released its � rst 
studio album, “A Fever You Can’t 
Sweat Out.” Right down to the odd 
song titles, Panic! set itself apart from 
others in their genre. � eir unique 
sound and witty lyrics, as clearly 
illustrated in tracks like “I Write 
Sins Not Tragedies,” deemed them 
far more intriguing than the average 
chart-topper.

2008 brought their second 
album, the accurately named 
“Pretty. Odd.” Stylistically miles 
from “A Fever,” “Pretty. Odd.” 
houses a set of folk-inspired hooks 
and instrumentals while lyrically 
matching “A Fever.”

A year later, Ross and Walker left 
Panic!, leaving its future in question. 
However, Urie and Smith persisted 
as a duo, recording their third 
album, “Vices & Virtues,” released in 
early 2011. Laden with unexpected, 
power-pop tracks like “� e Ballad 
of Mona Lisa,” “� e Calendar” and 
“Nearly Witches,” “Vices” rose to 
iTunes’s Top 10 within two weeks of 
its release. 

Most recently, Panic!’s Vegas-
inspired fourth album, “Too Weird 
to Live, Too Rare to Die!” debuted 
on Oct. 4, hailing the furthest shift 
from their punk-pop roots. From the 
intensity of “� is is Gospel” to the 
speed of “Vegas Lights,” “Too Weird” 
encompasses a blend of electronic 
beats, character and versatility.  

Ever-evolving, charming, quirky, 
Panic! at the Disco is a one-stop shop 
for every musical need. 

Watching the preview, I couldn’t wait until “Prisoners” came 
out. I went to see it opening weekend and was surprised at how 
long the movie was.

“Prisoners” is about a man named Keller Dover [Hugh 
Jackman] and his family who attends a � anksgiving dinner at his 
friend’s house next door when their daughters go missing. 

When they were last seen playing outside in the yard, there 
was a suspicious RV parked by the curb. � e police � nd the RV 
abandoned in a wooded area. Detective Loki, the lead detective 
in the case, confronts the driver and takes him into custody. � e 
whole movie is about the struggle Dover encounters to � nd his 
daughter while Detective Loki [Jake Gyllenhaal] follows his own 
leads. 

� is movie had such a well written twist to it that it kept 
me wondering and second guessing myself the whole entire time. 
� roughout the movie, I found myself trying to solve the case.

� e plot overall was very good, but I feel like the movie could 
have had more action in it considering the time span of 153 
minutes in which the movie ran.  � e � lm had great reviews and 
grossed in about $91.5 million at the box o�  ce. 

� e one major problem I had with the movie was the fact that 
the ending left you guessing. I have no idea why a well written 
movie like “Prisoners” would end in such a terrible way. 

Overall, I would de� nitely recommend this movie as a must 
see.

BY TIMOTHY COYLE

World News Co-Editor

Movie Reviews Prisoners 

Music Review     
Panic! at the Disco 
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R
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Movies transform into 
TV shows BY MARIELLE CAVALLARO

Sports Co-Editor

Maria von Trapp is returning to the stage once again, with 
the help of country music star, Carrie Underwood.  But, the live 
production of “� e Sound of Music,” is having one problem: 
� nding a venue to host it.  

� e production has been rehearsing in downtown Manhattan, 
but in order to � t the needs of the lavish sets, it may move to 
Bethpage, Long Island.

Apart from the venue problems, critics were originally wary 
of Underwood taking on this role; she would have big shoes to 
� ll.  Julie Andrews � t the character’s role perfectly, and she has the 
Oscar to prove it.  But Underwood has shown that she wants this 
job, and her vocal skills are able to back her up.  Fear for her role 
was expressed because of her country music background, which is 
very di� erent from the tunes presented to her in this World War 
II Austrian setting.  

“I don’t want it to sound like Carrie Underwood, country 
singer, singing “� e Sound of Music”... I really want to do the 
part justice,” Underwood said.

Alongside Underwood will be Stephen Moyer as Captain 
George von Trapp, as well as renowned Broadway stars 
A u d r a McDonald as Mother Abbess, Laura 
B e n a n t i as the original � ancée of the Captain and 
Christian Borle as Max Detweiler, the von Trapp’s 
f a m i l y friend.

� e live production of “� e Sound of 
Music” will air on NBC on Dec. 5, so 

long as a venue is found on time.  
“I’m really excited to get that 

opportunity to step outside of 
my world and try something 

new,” stated Underwood.

Underwood’s big role

BY NATHANAEL KING

Science & Technology Editor

� e title of Justin Timberlake’s 
new album “� e 20/20 Experience” 
and the use of ocular equipment 
in the album artwork suggests an 
experience de� ned by clarity and 
focus. Ironically, I found that the 
album was vague and hazy with no 
clear direction.

I could not get through the � rst 
two songs without having to take a 
break – two songs down and I had 
already blown 15 minutes!

Once I regained mental clarity, 
I skipped ahead to “Take Back the 
Night.” Maybe here Timberlake 
would at least demonstrate an 
aptitude for what modern audiences 
enjoy listening to. If only!

Instead, I am treated with a 
mishmash of hip-hop, pop and 
R&B. It’s a mess. � e tempos are 
all over the place, and I can barely 
understand Timberlake’s “lyrics” over 
the bass-saturated track haphazardly 
combined with horns and trumpets.

Turns out, this accurately 
describes what the entire album 
sounds like. Not to mention there 
isn’t a single song under four minutes, 
with some of these songs going over 
10 minutes. 

I have no patience for such a 
long hip-hop track. I would need 
to be unconscious, beaten senseless 
or both to be able to sit through an 
uninterrupted listening session of 
this album. Couldn’t Timberlake edit 
some of the songs down?

I’ll admit, “� e 20/20 
Experience” had potential. I do not 
dislike all pop, and I enjoy some old-
fashioned rhythm and blues. It seems 
Timberlake is trying to bring these 
two staples of the music industry 
together and modernize it at the same 
time.

What kills the album is the lack 
of focus. Timberlake can’t seem to 
make up his mind as to what genre 
he is really producing – instead of 
seamlessly melding pop with R&B, 
he goes back and forth between the 
two in a single song.

Music Review       
Justin Timberlake 
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I was wary of the ending of the third season of AMC’s “� e 
Walking Dead,” which concluded with Andrea’s death, the 
Governor escaping and the citizens of Woodbury moving into the 
jail. I wasn’t enthralled with the idea of meeting so many new 
characters, until I realized that new characters meant one thing 
–more death. 

� e � rst episode of season four su�  ciently drew in the 

audience. Six to seven months had passed since the previous 
season and the jail had adopted a community-like vibe equipped 
with livestock, farmland and a patrol responsible for fending the 
gates from walkers. 

� e major highlights of the � rst episode included: raining 
zombies, the creepy lady Rick met in the woods who kept the 
undead head of her companion and most importantly, Patrick’s 
sudden and unnerving death. 

� e second episode commenced with the undead Patrick 
sulking about the jail and attacking his � rst victim while the other 
occupants were asleep. As expected, chaos ensued once the undead 
were discovered in the jail. Many people were either bitten or 
killed, dropping the number of people by nearly 15.

Following this breech, the existence of a new version of the 
zombie disease was assumed, since Patrick had not had any con� ict 
with a walker. It is a kind of ‘� u’ that causes pressure to build in the 
head and the facial ori� ces to bleed. As a result, the eyes of these 
new zombies have a weird, hemorrhaged appearance.    

As if there wasn’t enough going on, a section of the fence 
almost collapsed due to a large barrage of zombies. � e discovery 
of several half eaten rats alluded to someone tempting the walkers 
from inside the jail.  

� e drama and mystery of these couple episodes suggests a 
gory, suspenseful and addicting season.

Tv Review

 “The Walking Dead”

BY DALLAS ERNST

Entertainment Editor

BY ALYSSA KELLY

Editor in Chief

Bradley Cooper is partnering with Relativity Television to 
make his hit 2011 thriller “Limitless” into a new one-hour drama. 
However, it is unlikely that Cooper will star in the TV adaptation. 

� e movie “Limitless” is centered on a struggling writer who 
discovers a powerful new drug which unlocks all of his brainpower, 
turning him into a successful � nance mogul. However, the 
protagonist’s change in fortune raises questions and he � nds 
himself targeted by sleazy criminals. 

‘’’Limitless’ is the perfect example of Relativity’s multiplatform 
approach to creating quality content,’’ said Relativity’s CEO Ryan 
Kavanaugh.

Georgeville CEO Marc Rosen also added: ‘’� e � lm has an 
organic natural extension into a compelling and sophisticated one-
hour drama that is both a thrill-ride and a social commentary.’’

� is project marks the second recent Relativity Media feature 
to move to the small screen, following the “Act of Valor” series 
that was just given the green light by the National Geographic 
Channel. 

� e National Geographic Channel is entering the scripted 
series arena with “Act of Valor,” a drama from Relativity and Tandem 
Communications inspired by Relativity’s successful 2012 Navy 
SEAL feature. � e “Act Of Valor” series focuses on pararescuemen, 
also known as PJs, who are the unsung heroes tasked with recovery 
and medical treatment of personnel in humanitarian and combat 
environments. 

� e project, which also marks Relativity’s � rst scripted series, 
will begin production in early 2014. 

George von Trapp, as well as renowned Broadway stars 
A u d r a McDonald as Mother Abbess, Laura 
B e n a n t i as the original � ancée of the Captain and 
Christian Borle as Max Detweiler, the von Trapp’s 
f a m i l y friend.

� e live production of “� e Sound of 
Music” will air on NBC on Dec. 5, so 

long as a venue is found on time.  



BY NATHANAEL KING

Science & Technology Editor

It’s a scene out of a science � ction 
movie – a cavernous lab illuminated by dim 
monitors adorned with 
lasers and other complex 
machinery that is occupied 
by a super villain who 
dreams of the impossible 
– harnessing the power of 
the sun, nuclear fusion. 

Earlier this month this 
dream has taken another 
step to escaping science 
� ction and becoming 
reality (sans the super 
villain).     

Utilizing a laser and 
a proton beam, scientists 
were able to fuse a boron 
atom with a hydrogen 
nucleus, in e� ect creating 
one atom from the two.  

� is process of fusion creates signi� cant 
amounts of energy in the form of Alpha 
particles. � ese particles are ejected from 
the collision of the boron proton and the 

hydrogen atom.
Scientists are excited about the results 

of this experiment because this form of 
energy – alpha particles – proves easier to 
harness than those of prior experiments 

where potentially radioactive neutrons 
would be emitted.    

If scientists are capable of harnessing 
this power, it would mean potentially 

limitless and clean energy, which is 
obviously preferable to the current popular 
methods of obtaining energy – coal, oil and 
natural gas. 

Although the dream of the clean, 
limitless energy fusion 
promises has yet to be realized, 
scientists are optimistic that 
they can use the results of 
this experiment to learn more 
about how fusion works.  

A co-author of the study, 
Christine Labaune, referred to 
her success as the “holy grail.”

Considering that nuclear 
fusion is the process behind 
the sun and nearly all other 
stars in the galaxy, she may be 
correct.  

In the sun of the Solar 
System, nuclear fusion takes 
place where hydrogen is 
fused with other elements 
to form helium. During this 

continuous process, the energy that warms 
the earth and other planets is released over 
millions of years. 

Scientists reach nuclear fusion milestone
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Health Aware
“Common Illness”

Android takes a bite out of Apple security

BY JENNY WISNIEWSKI

Entertainment Co-Editor

It is that time of year again 
when some students and faculty  
despise coming to school because 
of the illnesses that are spread 
from one person to another within 
seconds. 

� e � rst wave of illness that 
many students su� er from is 
typically allergens such as ragweed, 
molds, tree pollen and other 
allergens.  � ese allergies can cause 
itchy, watery eyes, a stu� y nose, 
sore throat and a headache which 
often last longer than two weeks.  
� ese types of allergies can be 
di�  cult to treat, but for the most 
part, over-the-counter medicines 
such as Allegra, Claritin and 
Zyrtec help to ease the irritation.  

Other familiar illnesses 
are the common cold and the 
stomach � u, medically known as 
Gastroenteritis. 

Coughing, sneezing, sore 
throat, stu� y nose and slight fever 
are often common symptoms for 
a cold and can be mistaken for 
allergies. 

� e common cold can be 
avoided by keeping your body 
properly hydrated. Don’t drink 
a lot of co� ee, tea or ca� einated 
sodas if you are sick, and, of 
course, wash your hands.  

Also, sneezing and coughing 
into your elbow aid in the 
prevention of contaminating other 
people and spreading your germs 
to them.

Aspirin, decongestants, saline 
nasal sprays and gargling salt water 
(to relieve a sore throat) are just a 
few ways to treat the common cold.  
� e home remedy of chicken soup 
often breaks up nasal congestion as 
well.  

Symptoms for the stomach 
� u include diarrhea, vomiting, 
high fever, fatigue and body ache 
or chills.  � is � u is easily spread 
from one person to another, but 
it can be avoided by taking proper 
precautions towards illnesses. 

The main laser preamplifi ers at the NATO Intelligence Fusion 
Centre use 1,000 times more energy than the entire United 
States uses at any given moment.

Source: NBC News

BY STEVEN GOSCH

Science & Technology Co-Editor

� e battle between tech giants Apple 
Inc. and Android has recently 
escalated as consumers 
question the overall 
security of their devices. 
Apple may seem secure, 
but Android has been a 
staple in new-age security 
since its release in 2008.  
Google’s chief executive 
chairman Eric Schmidt 
declared the Android 
platform more secure 
than Apple’s iPhone, and 
he is correct for a number 
of reasons.

One such reason 
concerns the iPhone 5S, 
which allows owners 
to unlock their phone 
by scanning their 
� ngerprint. � e main 
issue with this is, due to 
the individuality of the technology, there 
are many security � aws. As a result of this, 

if you have the iPhone 5S and use the 
� ngerprint scanner, your � ngerprint has 
most likely been sent to up to seven third-
parties, one of which could be the Chaos 
Computer Club (CCC), a German-based 

hacking agency that hacked 
the iPhone 5S two days 
after its initial release.

Android, although 
heavily secure, does have 
one minor security � aw, 
but it is not as severe as the 
iPhone. With the iPhone, 
the more apps you have 
determines the number of 
times your e-mail address, 
personal information and 
even contacts from your 
contact list has been sent 
to a third-party. Android 
only has this problem 
with speci� c apps, such as 
Logo Quiz, Car Choices, 
Paradise Island and 

Ringtone Creator, all of 
which send your e-mail address 

to a third-party that saves them.
Android has addressed these issues with 

their security and is constantly working on 
bettering the maximum safety available on 
their devices. Apple, on the other hand, 
is such a large company that increasing 
their security database usually takes a few 

months. When the 
updates are available, 
it is usually too late.

In order to 
avoid these evident 
security issues in both 
devices, but more 
prevalent in Apple 
devices, read the 
Terms & Conditions, 
as they usually state 
how information 
will be used and 
transmitted to third-
party companies. 
As for the overall 
security of the device 
to avoid hackers, 
neither company is 
completely immune, 

but Android has a 
larger security base whereas Apple’s security 
still has not fallen far from the tree.

Inc. and Android has recently 
escalated as consumers 

issue with this is, due to 

hacking agency that hacked 

which send your e-mail address 

hacking agency that hacked 

which send your e-mail address 

months. When the 
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Roving Reporter
       

REACTIONS TO “HOW TO MAKE BEEF WITHOUTH THE BOVINE”
       BY JESSICA BALCARCEL News Co-Editor

“Theoretically, lab grown 
foods are a good idea in 
a world which is over 

populated. ” 
Phil Burns

 Class of 2014

“I think it is crazy that it 
took fi ve years to make one 

burger.”
Isaiah Larry 

Class of 2015

“How is lab-made meat 
‘healthy, ethical and non-

damaging?’ It sounds much 
worse than regular meat.”

Yasnaya Pena
Class of 2014

“It is very interesting but 
somewhat cruel.”

Adam Sandanato 
Class of 2017

“It is really gross and the 
chemicals are disgusting.”

Samantha Marty
Class of 2017

“It is gross to think people 
actually eat these things.”

Bri Galarza
Class of 2016

Tech Review 
Nikon D5100 vs Coopix L100

BY ELENA ESHLEMAN

Photography Editor

Hobbyist and amateur photographers 
are often overwhelmed by the number of 
cameras available to them.  One of the 
most di�  cult choices is whether to splurge 
and purchase a DSLR (Digital single-lens 
re� ex) camera or save some cash and grab 
a point-and-shoot. 

For student photographers hoping 
to advance their technical skills and 
experiment with a variety of camera 
settings, the Nikon D5100 is the obvious 
choice. For those on a budget looking 
for an easy-to-use camera with more 
capabilities than your average point-and-
shoot, the Nikon Coolpix L100 is another 
� ne option. 

� e Nikon D5100, a 16.2 megapixel 
DSLR camera, runs around $650, 
including a detachable 18-55 mm lens. 
� is camera produces high quality 
images without breaking the bank. � e 
camera’s capabilities in dim lighting and 
fast autofocus make it manageable for 
beginners as well.

� e DSLR o� ers a variety of features 
that can enhance technical 
skills and familiarize one 
w i t h di� erent styles 

of photography. 
Some of these 
features include 
a manual 
s h o o t i n g 
mode, where 

one can adjust the 
camera’s shutter 
speed, aperture 
and ISO; a 
� ip out screen 
d i s p l a y i n g 
live view; 
high speed 
c a p a b i l i t y and an 
11-point autofocus system. 

� e wide angle lens is ideal for 
portrait and landscape photography. It 
is compact, easy to use and the images 
it produces are crisp. � e Nikon D5100 
also allows interchangeable lenses.

� e Nikon Coolpix L100 is a 
lightweight point-and-shoot that can 
help any beginner take stunning images. 
At only $388, the 10.0 megapixel camera 
has 15 times optic zoom (28-420mm), 
making it a great option for shooting 
di� erent subject matter, especially 
anything at a distance.   

Amateur photographers often face 
problems with shaky hands, which are 
easily solved with the cameras vibration 
reduction technology. Other features 
helpful for beginners include automatic 
red eye � x, smile mode, blink warning 
and automatic ISO and shutter speed 
settings according to the photographer’s 
location and light source.

� e Nikon D5100 and Nikon 
Coolpix L100 are both wonderful options 
for student or amateur photographers 
seeking a cheap, but technologically 
advanced, camera. 

Nikon D5100 vs Coopix L100
one can adjust the 
camera’s shutter 

c a p a b i l i t y and an 

skills and familiarize one 
w i t h di� erent styles 

of photography. 
Some of these 
features include 

Autumn leaves don’t actually fall, they’re pushed

Tech Review 
Nikon D5100 vs Coopix L100Nikon D5100 vs Coopix L100

BY STEVEN GOSCH

Science & Technology Co-Editor

Deciduous trees across 
Pennsylvania have been tossing 
their leaves aside in preparation 
for the winter season. Many may 
not know this, but when 
leaves fall o�  of a tree, it 
actually prevents the 
trees from dying in 
the winter. 

� e leaves will freeze 
in the cold temperatures, 
cutting o�  the tree’s source 
of food. Chlorophyll, the 

main component in photosynthesis, will 
succumb to the cold weather and die, and 
due to the fact that they are cutting o�  
the trees food supply, the tree dies as well.

Tree leaves are made 
up of three pigments: 

c h l o r o p h y l l 
( g r e e n ) , 

carotenoid (orange and yellow), and 
anthocyanin (red). Chlorophyll is the 
most abundant pigment, which is why tree 
leaves are primarily green in the summer 

months. � rough 
p h o t o s y n t h e s i s , 
chlorophyll converts 

sunlight into 
simple sugars 
that the tree 

uses as food, 
and as it prepares 

for the winter, 
it stores them 

in its roots. 
W i t h 

the abundance 
of sunlight in 

the summer skies, 
chlorophyll numbers are at 

their peak, overpowering the reds, 
oranges and purples which are 
always present in the tissues of the 

leaves. In the fall, as sunlight becomes 

scarce due to cloud over, the trees ability 
to make food becomes a strenuous task, 
but the trees have devised a plan.

As the tree begins storing food in 
preparation for the fall season, chlorophyll 
numbers decrease, and the reds, yellows 
and purples begin to show through. � e 
tree will soon send special abscission cells 
to push all leaf stems o�  of all branches of 
the tree. � e cells push the leaves o�  and 
t h e wind usually takes care of 
a n y stragglers.



By William mullen

Staff Writer 

With a playoff game scheduled on 
Oct. 24, the girls’ soccer 
team took on Holy Cross 
with measurable success, 
winning the game 5-0. 

Coming out strong, 
the Warriors dominated 
the whole 80 minutes, 
putting constant 
pressure on Holy Cross’ 
defensive backs.

Goals for the 
Warriors were scored 
by three seniors: Gianna 
Pampalone, Melissa 

Sanborn and Anna Chamberlin. 
“The girls played hard and got a lot of 

offense going. The defense also held their 
own, with [sophomore] Madeleine Yost 

stepping and 
commanding 
the defense, 
and [senior] 
Taryn Ficken 
r e c o r d i n g 
her 14 career 
shutout,” said 
Coach Donnel 
Leiva –Vazquez.

C o a c h 
Vazquez, on 
being asked 
about how he 

felt on the now ended regular season, said 
he felt the team grew as a whole, improving 
both as individual players and as a team. 

The team took on Hazelton Area 
in their first district game, going into 
halftime with the lead, but fell short at the 
end, losing 3-1. 

With the season over, numerous 
players received individual honors from 
around the league. First team all-stars 
included forward Anna Chamberlin and 
junior defender Nicoletta Cuccio. Second 
team all-stars were defender Taryn Ficken, 
freshman defender Emma Burns and 
sophomore midfielder Olivia Kelly. 

The girls also said farewell to coach 
Vazquez this year, as he decided that this 
season would be his last.

Warriors dominate Holy Cross, 5-0

    Nikki Cuccio, Junior

“Nikki displays her leadership 
skills with her hard work and 
versatility on the field.”
        -Coach Donnel Leiva-Vazquez

The girls’ soccer team defeated Holy 
Cross on their senior night.
Photo by William Mullen
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By Grace Farrell

Sports Editor

Student athletes often have trouble 
finding out where to go and what to 
do after their high school career is over.  
College coaches, scholarships and finding 
the right school and desired division can 
be extremely stressful, so here are some 
tips to alleviate the confusion no matter 
what sport you play.

Tip #1: Get Out There!
Playing a varsity school sport is great, 

but usually will not get you noticed by 
college coaches as much.  We are passed 

the day in age where collegiate coaches 
will appear at random at your school 
games.  It is important to join a travel 
team, a club team or even attend clinics 
and mini camps where you are certain 
collegiate coaches will be present.  Keep in 
mind that in order for a certain school to 
be interested in you, they have to actually 
SEE you play in person.  The more you 
attend and put your name out there, the 
more chances are that a coach will pursue 
you.

Tip #2: Keep in Touch 
Prospective athletes need to realize 

that the recruiting process for coaches is a 
business. They contact and scout countless 

athletes so it is possible they might not 
remember when and where they saw you 
play.  Here is my biggest piece of advice: 
be the crazy ex-girlfriend when it comes to 
contacting these coaches.  Don’t be afraid 
to send them multiple emails, video game 
clips of you playing and even a schedule 
of all of your games.  The more stats and 
information they have on you, the better!

Tip #3: Be Patient and Realistic 
Remember that all of the coaches you 

contact are likely busy, and might take 
some time to get back to you.  It is also 
important to be realistic and honest with 
yourself.  Do you start in all varsity games 
at your school? Have you ever earned any 

accolades that set you apart from other 
team mates? Have you been contacted 
from collegiate coaches complimenting 
you on your play? These questions are 
crucial to ask yourself when deciding 
what Division, whether it be I, II or III, 
to pursue. 

Choosing the right college where 
you can enjoy an athletic experience is 
stressful.  Remember, don’t rush it and 
enjoy the options and opportunities you 
have.  You only make this decision once 
in your life so be careful in your choice.   
There is a right school for everyone out 
there. 

How to promote yourself as an athlete
A student athletes’ guide to getting recognized by collegiate coaches

SPOTLIGHT
ATHLETE

By ryan curry

Staff Writer

 To recap, senior and junior golfers 
Dana Hunt and Callum McCaslin moved 
on to compete at the 
district playoffs on 
Oct. 7. The districts 
match consists of an 
18-hole golf course, as 
opposed to the usual 
nine-hole courses 
that were used during 
the regular season. 
While McCaslin, 
who scored an 82, 
failed to qualify for 
Regionals, Hunt 
managed to claim 

the second place spot by scoring an 84, 
securing her place at regionals.

Regionals took place on Oct. 15 at 
Golden Oaks Golf Club. During this 
match, Dana finished with a score of 

94, allowing her to 
claim 23rd place in the 
Eastern Conference. 
This, however, was 
not enough to move 
further, and Delaware 
Valley’s golf season 
came to an end.

“I’m really 
glad about Dana 
and Callum’s 
achievements,” said 
golf coach Mr. Jim 
Salus. 

Golf team finishes season

McCaslin’s season ended at 
Districts, as Hunt moved on to the 
regional tournament. 
Photo by Ryan Curry

Tennis advances to Districts
By matt FalkenBurG

Sports Co-Editor

The girls’ tennis team concluded 
its season with a trip to the singles and 
doubles district tournaments on Oct. 3rd 
and 8th. The Warriors 
sent freshman singles 
player McKenna 
Quinn and doubles 
team of seniors Alyssa 
Mongioi and Rachael 
Smith. Unfortunately; 
both teams were unable 
to come away with a 
win. The girls finished 
with a record of 5-10.

“We had a rough 

start at the beginning of the season but 
towards the end we began to turn it 
around.” Smith said. “Even though four 
seniors are graduating this year I feel 
like next year’s team will start off strong 
because of the amazing talent and hard 
work that I witnessed this year.”

 “Our future looks 
good with five out of 
eight varsity players 
returning next season. 
I can’t speak highly 
enough of the work 
ethic of our returning 
players and I look 
forward to the coming 
years,” said head coach 
Rick Batista.Contributed photo



Warriors fall short to Scranton Prep 
By Grace Farrell

Sports Editor 
On Oct. 25, the Warriors hosted the 

undefeated Scranton Preparatory Cavaliers.  
Losing 26-10, the Warriors were unable to 
maintain their composure 
and create opportunities 
on offense.  Scranton Prep’s 
senior running back Pat 
Marino was unstoppable and 
his speed and agility scored 
the Cavaliers all three of their 
touchdowns.  

The first quarter started 
off uneventful as both teams 
were unable to put up points 
on the board.  With just 
under two minutes left in the 
first quarter, Marino ran the 
ball in for a Prep touchdown. 

With Scranton leading 

7-0 in the second quarter, senior Kareem 
Payne capitalized by receiving a long pass 
from junior quarterback Brett Cohen 
and running it in 30 yards for a Warrior 
touchdown.   In the first half, seniors 
Ryan McGowan and Jesse Feiss made 

some key tackles 
and carried the 
Warriors on 
defense.  The 
game was tied 
up at halftime 
10-10.  

The third 
quarter came 
to a stalemate 
as the Warriors 
were unable to 
come up with 

the ball and Prep 
kept gaining 

yardage.  Eventually, Marino ran the ball 
in for another Prep touchdown, putting 
the Cavaliers ahead 17-10.  

With over five incomplete passes, the 
Warriors were frustrated in the fourth 
quarter trailing by seven points and unable 
to complete a pass and make big plays. 
Marino ran in his third touchdown of 
the game which deflated the spirits of the 
Warriors even more so.   

“We can overcome this loss by pride.  
We, as a team, don’t play a sport for a 
social activity or to lose.  We play to be 
a competitor and to play at a high level.  
I expect our guys to bounce back fine 
because they are competitors,” said head 
coach Keith Olsommer.  

The Warriors hope to come back 
from the loss in their last home game of 
the season against their rival team the 
Wallenpaupack Buckhorns.  

Quarterback Brett Cohen hands 
ball off to junior Lex Rosario.
Photo by Anna Chamberlin  

Field Hockey Advances to Championship

SPOTLIGHT
ATHLETE

Lex Rosario, JUNIOR

“Defensively, Lex has made 
really big hits for us, and 
offensively has continued to run 
the ball hard and catch several 
passes.”
 -Coach Keith Olsommer 

SPOTLIGHT
ATHLETE

Eileen D’Auria, JUNIOR 

“Eileen has a great attitude 
and work ethic. She has kept 
key games close due to her 
numerous amazing saves.”

  -Coach Lindsay Gonzales

Collegiate Update 

By Matt FalkenBurG

Sports Co-Editor 
The field hockey team defeated 

Wallenpaupack 1-0 on Oct. 16. Junior 
Payton Padgett scored the only goal, 
assisted by senior captain Grace Farrell. 

The Warriors kept the ball on the 
Buckhorns’ side of the field for a majority 
of the game. Moving the ball around with 
powerful and assertive passes throughout 
the entire first half, neither team was able 
to score. The game was tied 0-0 at half 
time.

 But going into the second half, the 
girls were determined to get a win for their 
seniors in the last regular season game.  
With only 10 minutes left in the game, the 
Warriors were able to break the stalemate.  
The girls ultimately won, putting them in 

Districts, one seed higher than Honesdale, 
giving the Warriors the huge advantage 
with a first round home game in the 

District II AAA playoffs. 
 “Our team did everything right 

except for putting the ball in the cage 
when we should have. We had numerous 
opportunities to score.” said head coach 
Lindsay Gonzalez.

Only five days later, the Warriors 
continued on their road to a district title 
by beat rival Honesdale 1-0.

They then followed up the win 
with another victory against No. 1 seed 
Wyoming Valley West 3-2 in overtime. 
This was one of the biggest upsets of the 
season. Valley West’s had a regular season 
record of 12–2. 

The Warriors finished second in the 
district championship game, losing 2-0 to 
returning district champs Coughlin.

Field hockey seniors celebrate 
on their special night.  
Photo by Matt Falkenburg

Christopher Clarke Jailyn Cepeda 
Christopher Clarke is currently a freshman at 
Division III Anna Maria College in Paxton, Mass.   
Playing center midfield, Clarke has two assists and 
has played in every game this season.  “College 
has a much higher speed of play, and is much more 
intense and physical,” said Clarke. Along with 
his soccer schedule, Clarke plans on majoring in 
Criminal Justice.  

Contributed Photo / Caption by Grace Farrell

Delaware Valley alumna Jailyn Cepeda is a 
freshman at Rutgers University and has earned 
the opportunity to become a Scarlet Knight 
cheerleader.  Cepeda is a hardworker and has 
been learning to manage her time between 
practices and class.  “Cheering in college is 
completely different than high school.  You’re 
representing an entire university,” said Cepeda. 

Contributed Photo / Caption by Marisa Balcarcel
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By Erin McnEEly

Managing Editor

The boys’ soccer 
team finished off 
their season Oct. 
28, as they lost a 
hard fought battle 
against the Abington 
Heights Comets. The 
boys went into the 
game confidently 
after their 7-0 victory 
against Pittston the 
game prior. The 
Comets have always been a big competitor 
for the Warriors, and the boys looked 
to stand victorious against them for the 
second time this season. Last time the two 

teams met, the Warriors won 
a close 3-2 match. This time, 
however, the team would fall 
just short of victory, losing 2-0.

The Warriors got off to a 
good start as they spent most 
of the first half with a 0-0 
score; however, the Comets 
would sneak one in just before 
the sound of the buzzer. Now 
with a 1-0 score going in to the 
second half, the Warriors were 
even more motivated to keep 
up with their opponent. Despite 
the Comets scoring another goal 

and winning 2-0, the Warriors finished 
strong and knew that they had given it 
their all.

“I feel that even though many people 
doubted us because of the loss of a lot of 

great players, we still remained composed 
and played our hardest. The outcome 
wasn’t what we had hoped but we left it 
all on the field and I’m looking forward to 
hearing how the team does next year,” said 
senior Mike Cavallaro. “The part that I am 
going to miss the most is standing on the 
field by myself after every home game and 
looking up at the lights.”

Aside from their multiple successes 
throughout the season, the boys also took 
part in the Red Card for Cancer event. 
The boys’ and girls’ soccer teams from 
both middle schools took part in the event 
as well. Collectively, the soccer program 
raised $4000. The real winner however 
was John Hopkins Kimmel Cancer Center 
as all of the money raised was donated 
towards cancer research. 

By AnnA chAMBErlin

News Editor

On Oct. 29th the girls’ volleyball team 
faced the Wyoming Valley West Spartans 
for the first round of district playoffs. They 
faced each other in the regular season, 
with the Warrior win, tension ran high 
and revenge was in the air. The Warriors 
defeated the Spartans in three quick sets.

After a solid warm-up from both 
teams, the Warriors came out with 
consistent service points from senior 
Isabella Wood and key spikes from 
seniors Taylor Braunagel and Alyssa Kelly. 
Wyoming Valley West showed no signs of 
fighting back and they were conquered 
25-7 by the Warriors.

“We played really 
well together and it feels 
good to get a win in 
district play,” said Wood.  

Warriors used their 
teamwork and created 
numerous “bump, set, 
spike” combos that the 
Spartans could not stand 
up against. Warriors 
ended up taking the 
second set 25-12.

In the third set the 
Spartans created some 
resistance but were no 
match for the Warrior’s quick plays and 
key serves. They locked in the win 25-
20, giving the Warriors their first win in 

district play this 
year. 

“Every game 
offense is getting 
better, we really 
need to focus 
on blocking to 
get ready for 
Districts,” said 
head coach Bridget 
Crawford. 

In the 
following district 
c h a m p i o n s h i p 
game on Oct. 

31, the Warriors defeated the Hazelton 
Cougars to be on top in their district once 
again. 

Boys’ soccer falls short to Abington

DV breezes through first round of Districts SPOTLIGHT
ATHLETE

Jess Balcarcel, SENIOR

“She is the heart of the team.  
The past six games she’s led the 
team in serves and digs.”
  -Coach Bridget Crawford

SPOTLIGHT
ATHLETE

   Abrar Shamim, FRESHMAN
“I am very excited to have him, 
he’s one of the most talented 
freshman to come through the 
program.”

 -Coach Aaron Stark

The Warriors recently won their 
fourth District Title in a row.
Photo by Anna Chamberlain
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By MAriEllE cAvAllAro

Sports Co-Editor

In the Cross Country District 
Championships, the Delaware Valley 
Warriors were able to showcase their 
enormous improvements since last season.

The boys came in fourth place overall 
after a ninth place finish last year, and the 
girls came in fifth place overall, after a 
seventh place finish the season prior.  The 
top DV runners went from running 6:45 or 
6:50 minute miles last season, to running a 
pace of 5:50 miles this time around.  Even 
for those who are not running gurus, it is 
easy to see that the cross country team has 
been working hard. 

 “We’ve been putting in miles of 
trials and trials of miles.  The kids come 
out ready to work every day, whether it’s 
rain or shine,” said head coach Audrey 
Josephite.

This 3.1 mile district course is known 
to be one of the toughest in the state, 
for its many hills toward the end of the 
race.  Athletes Noah Toussaint and Payton 
Padgett crushed the course, both coming 
in first for the Warriors; Toussaint ran 
18:06, almost six minutes faster than his 
last year’s time, and Padgett crossed the 
finish line at 21:54, just missing the mark 
for the state tournament.

The team will miss both of their 
seniors who will be moving on after this 

year, Jamil Mirabito and captain Jake 
Conselyea, who lead the team through this 
season.

“We want to shine, we want to do 
well, and we look to next year to do even 
better,” said coach Josephite. 

SPOTLIGHT
ATHLETE

Vanessa Paolella, FRESHMAN
Jake Conselyea, SENIOR

“Jake was a tremendous leader 
this season, and Vanessa 
dropped over three minutes this 
year on her time.”
  -Coach Audrey Josephite

Cross Country continues to surprise

Senior Phil Burns throws 
in to a teammate.
Contributed photo

The Warrior’s performance at Districts 
set the bar high for next year’s team.
Contributed photo
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